IFLA WLIC 2017 IT Section Events and Activities

A consolidated list of events and sessions associated with IT Section.

**IT Section Standing Committee Meeting I** – Business Meeting
Sat 19 Aug 08:00-10:00

**IT Section Standing Committee Meeting II** – Business Meeting
Thu 24 Aug 13:30-16:00

**SATELLITE MEETINGS**

- **Innovation and the User Experience: Evaluating and Implementing Discovery Systems**
  Reference and Information Services Section and IT Section
  University of Warsaw Library, Warsaw (Poland)

- **Data Curator’s Roles and Responsibilities: International and Interdisciplinary Perspectives**
  Library Theory and Research Section, Preservation and Conservation Section, and IT Section
  Warsaw University, Faculty of Journalism, Information and Book Studies, Warsaw (Poland)

- **The Challenge of Multiple Identities. Multi-ethnicity in Genealogy, Local History and Regional Memory – Challenges and Opportunities for Libraries and Other Memory Institutions**
  Genealogy and Local History Section, Asia and Oceania Section, and IT Section
  Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania, Vilnius (Lithuania)

**MAIN CONFERENCE SESSIONS**

- **The Use of IFLA Standards in the Linked Data Environment: Strategies, Applications and Success Stories**
  Committee on Standards
  Sun 20 Aug 13:45-15:45

- **New insights at the intersection of genealogy and other professional communities intersection of genealogy and other professional communities - including librarians, archivists, historians, demographers, linguists and anthropologists**
  Genealogy and Local History Section, Asia Oceania IT Section
  Mon 21 Aug 10:00-13:00
  Lower Silesian Public Library, Wroclaw

- **Women, Open Technology & Culture**
  Women, Information and Libraries SIG and IT Section
  Mon 21 Aug 16:00-18:00

- **Linked Data - Open Discussion Session**
  Linked Data SIG
  Wed 23 Aug 09:30-12:45

- **A memory bank for the digital society: national libraries and web archiving**
  National Libraries Section and IT Section
  Wed 23 Aug 09:30-12:45

- **Text and Data Mining (TDM) Workshop for Data Discovery and Analytics**
  Big Data SIG
  Wed 23 Aug 11:45-13:30

- **Disruptions in library services: addressing challenges, finding solutions**
  Division III Library Services and New Professional SIG
  Wed 23 Aug 13:45-15:45